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Electron imaging of dielectrics under simultaneous electron–ion irradiation
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We demonstrate that if charging caused by electron irradiation of an insulator is controlled by a
defocused flux of soft-landing positive ions, secondary electron~SE! images can contain contrast
due to lateral variations in~i! changes in the SE yield caused by subsurface trapped charge and~ii !
the SE-ion recombination rate. Both contrast mechanisms can provide information on microscopic
variations in dielectric properties. We present a model of SE contrast formation that accounts for
localized charging and the effects of gas ions on the SE emission process, emitted electrons above
the sample surface, and subsurface trapped charge. The model explains the ion flux dependence of
charge-induced SE contrast, an increase in the sensitivity to surface contrast observed in SE images
of charged dielectrics, and yields procedures for identification of contrast produced by localized
sample charging. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1448875#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Secondary electron~SE! contrast caused by variations
surface potential and in the height of the surface barrie
routinely used to visualize lateral variations in the electro
structure of dielectric-metal composites, semiconductors
semiconductor devices, and superconductors.1–6 Voltage and
temperature distributions across passivated devices ca
imaged due to the effects of the charge/temperature sta
device components on localized charging and SE emis
from a thin insulating passivation overlayer.7–9 However, be-
cause of specimen charging artifacts encountered in h
vacuum scanning electron microscopes~SEMs!,10 analogous
investigations of bulk insulators have been limited to a f
special cases like imaging of defect structures in fl
polished polycrystalline diamond films.11 Such features in
electron images of dielectrics have been ascribed to a cha
induced SE contrast mechanism.11 However, the usefulnes
of these imaging modes is usually limited by severe dis
tions caused by excessive charging. An increasingly pop
method of alleviating specimen charging artifacts entails
radiation of the sample by a delocalized flux of soft-landi
positive ions,12 the approach utilized in variable pressu
SEMs.13 The magnitude of charging artifacts in electron im
ages can be varied by operating parameters such as gas
sure, SE detector bias, and sample–detector separation14 It
is possible to achieve conditions whereby dielectrics exh
a degree of charging that is sufficiently intense to prod
stable SE contrast caused by lateral variations in trap
charge density, but too weak to give rise to chronic charg
artifacts that dominate over useful image contrast. Cont

a!Electronic mail: mt272@phy.cam.ac.uk
4470021-8979/2002/91(7)/4479/13/$19.00
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related to localized charging of insulators in a low vacuu
environment has been noted by Danilatos13 and Holger and
Füting15 and has subsequently been utilized for visualizat
of lateral variations in the dielectric properties of GaN16

entirely liquid emulsion systems,17 and minerals such a
gibbsite and zircon.18,19 However, at present, the literature
devoid of detailed studies of the role of the partially ioniz
gas in the formation of charge-induced SE contrast and
croscopic models of charge neutralization in variable pr
sure SEMs. The need for such models is highlighted by
lack of rigorous explanations of image contrast correspo
ing to, for example, ferroelectric domains in LiTaO3,20 and
crystal growth histories in minerals.19

In this article we report the results of experiments d
signed to elucidate SE contrast mechanisms unique
samples irradiated by a flux of positive ions during ima
acquisition. We present a model that accounts for change
the surface potential and SE escape barrier caused by
electric field generated by subsurface trapped charge an
ions above the sample surface, and recombination of i
with electrons in the sample and with emitted SEs. We d
cuss consequent effects on electron emission and detec
The model is used to explain the ion flux dependence of
contrast produced by localized charging and the presenc
unusually high levels of surface contrast in SE images
charged dielectrics.

II. BACKGROUND THEORY

A. Low vacuum SEM

Here we briefly outline aspects of low vacuum SEM a
electron–ion recombination theory required for interpretat
of data presented in Sec. IV. A schematic illustration of a l
9 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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vacuum SEM chamber is shown in Fig. 1. An electrod
usually a metal ring mounted above the specimen, cent
on the optic axis of the microscope, is typically biased
50–600 V. The high energy primary beam and backscatte
electrons~PEs and BSEs!21 are sufficiently energetic to ion
ize gas molecules and are practically unaffected by the
tector field. Conversely, the low energy secondary electr
~by definition, «SE,50 eV, but most emitted SEs posse
energies of only a few eV!10,22are accelerated by the detect
field to energies in excess of the gas ionization thresh
Electrons produced in inelastic electron–gas molecule c
sions, so called ‘‘environmental’’ SEs~ESEs!, are also accel-
erated by the field, thus giving rise to a gas ionization c
cade that acts as a high gain electron signal amplifier.12,14,23

The motion of charge carriers in the chamber induces cur
flow in the electrode,I ring , ~see Fig. 1!, often used for elec-
tron imaging.14 An analogous signal induced in the ground
specimen stage~the so-called ‘‘ion current,’’I ion! can also be
used for imaging.24,25

Gas gain, the mean number of electron–ion pairs p
duced by each electron injected into the gas, can be app
mated by assuming a constant electric field between
sample and the biased electrode.23 Gas amplification profiles
thus calculated as a function of water vapor pressure fo
number of potential differences,Vgap, across the gap be
tween the sample and the biased electrode are shown in
2 @PE accelerating voltage («PE)515 keV, sample–
electrode separation (d)52 mm, SE yield (d)50.2, and
BSE yield (h)50.04#. The analytic model used to obtain th
profiles, derived and discussed in Ref. 23, does not acc
for the effects of ions on gas gain discussed in this arti
The curves merely serve to illustrate generic trends in
pressure and electric field strength dependencies of the
generation rate which must be known for correct interpre
tion of the SE image contrast behavior discussed in Sec

Ions produced in the cascade drift towards the sam
surface where they can recombine with electrons in

FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of a variable pressure SEM specimen ch
ber. The ring electrode@the electron collector of the gaseous second
electron detector,~GSED!# is positively biased with respect to the specim
stage. The directions of motion of charge carriers are shown in the fi
~PE: primary electron, PEs : skirt electron, BSE: backscattered electron, S
secondary electron, and ESE: environmental SE!. Also shown are the imag-
ing signals,I ring and I ion , induced in the ring and stage electrodes by t
motion of charge carriers.
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specimen, or with emitted SEs.26–31 A number of possible
electron transitions from the surface of an insulator to an
are shown in Fig. 3. Electrons involved in the transitions c
originate in the conduction band~‘‘hot’’ electrons excited by
the incident beam!, surface states, or the valence band. T
transition probability depends on the density of occup
electronic surface states, height of the surface barrier, io
species and charge state, surface–ion separation (z), and ion

-

re

FIG. 2. Gas cascade amplification profiles normalized to the electron b
current. The curves illustrate the general pressure and field strength de
dencies of the ion generation rate in a variable pressure SEM cham
@gas5H2O, d52 mm, Vgap5potential drop across the gap between the ri
electrode and the sample surface, as shown in Fig. 1,«PE515 keV, SE yield
(d)50.2, BSE yield (h)50.04#.

FIG. 3. Schematic illustration of a number of possible transitions betw
an electron at the surface of an insulator and a gas ion outside the
surface, 1: resonant capture of a hot electron in the conduction ban
radiative capture of an electron in a surface state, and 3: Auger neutra
tion involving electrons in the valence band. Adapted from Refs. 26–
(«vac: vacuum level,«c : conduction band minimum,«v : valence band
maximum, and full and empty circles denote occupied and vacant st
respectively!.
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energy.26–28 In low vacuum SEMs, such transitions assist
the neutralization of ionized gas molecules and electron i
diated insulators. Auger transitions can also occur, in wh
an electron in the sample or in the gas molecule is promo
above the vacuum level («vac), see transition 3 in Fig. 3. The
electron can escape the solid-ion system and then be am
fied in the gas cascade, thus contributing to the sec
Townsend coefficient,g ~i.e., the efficiency with which gas
ions effectively eject electrons from the sample and int
duce a feedback component into cascade amplification!.14,23

In the case of water vapor, the imaging gas used in this w
the g component of cascade amplification is believed to
negligible.23

Gas ions can also recombine with free electrons in
specimen chamber. Recombination with primary and ba
scattered electrons is negligible due to the energy dep
dence of the electron capture process30 and the high kinetic
energies possessed by these electrons.21 However, it has been
suggested that recombination with SEs may be signific
particularly in the vicinity of the sample surface, before t
electrons are appreciably accelerated by the electric field
tween the sample and the ring electrode.31 The rate of recom-
bination between ions and emitted SEs~and hot electrons in
the sample which, in the absence of ions, would enter the
cascade! affects the number of electrons admitted to the c
cade. The recombination rate depends on the local ion c
centration and on the energy distribution of emitted S
both of which can vary across the imaged region of a sam
Consequent effects on the ring electrode imaging signal,I ring

~see Fig. 1!, have been ascribed to be the cause of contras
electron images16,31 ~these contrast mechanisms are d
cussed in detail in Sec. IV!.

The steady state ion concentration is determined by
ion generation and neutralization rates. The latter is gover
by the rates of the above electron–ion recombination p
cesses~and the time constants associated with the drift
ions generated in the sample–electrode gap to the spec
surface!. In the case of insulators, time constants associa
with ion neutralization rates and the steady state ion conc
trations are greater than in the case of ground
conductors.31 Electric fields generated by the ions and t
relatively large time constants associated with ion neutral
tion rates have been reported to cause anomalies in SE
ages of insulators.32,33

Finally, large angle PE–gas molecule collisions cau
the formation of an electron ‘‘skirt’’ around the unscatter
component of the electron beam~see Fig. 1!.13,34The skirt is
sufficiently delocalized for SEs and BSEs excited by sk
electrons not to affect image contrast generated by the
scattered beam. However, elastic PE–gas scattering red
the unscattered primary beam current and introduces a
information-carrying, constant background component i
SE and BSE imaging signals.13,14,34

B. SE emission from uncharged dielectrics

To a first approximation, the energy loss rate of an el
tron traversing a dielectric is proportional to the electro
hole pair generation rate35,36 ~plasmons decay into electron
-
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hole pairs and the rate of energy loss caused by excitatio
x rays and phonons is relatively insignificant!. In a SEM, the
spatial distribution of the generation rate of hot electro
~i.e., SEs! can therefore be approximated by PE and B
energy loss profiles.10,22,37 Figure 4~a! shows the depth de
pendence of hot electron generation rates thus calculated
sapphire irradiated with 0.5 and 4 keV electrons, and
polyethylene teraphthalate~PET! irradiated with a 10 keV
electron beam~the materials and energies correspond to c
ditions used to obtain experimental data discussed in S
IV !. The calculations were performed using the Monte Ca
program CASINO36,38 using tabulated elastic Mott cros
sections39 and the modified expression for the Bethe stopp
power.40 Each curve is an average of 106 primary electron
trajectories.

SE emission requires that hot electrons diffuse to
surface and overcome the surface barrier. The probability
SE emission,p(z), therefore decreases with increasing S
generation depth,2z. It is usually assumed that10,22

p~z!5Aez/l, ~1!

whereA is a constant that accounts for the angular distrib
tion of hot electrons at the sample surface (A,1), z is nega-
tive ~see Fig. 1!, andl is the mean SE escape depth.10,22 In

FIG. 4. Hot electron~i.e., SE! generation rate and escape probability pr
files: ~a! depth resolved primary and backscattered electron energy
curves calculated for sapphire (density53.9 g/cm3) using «PE50.5 and 4
keV, and for PET (density50.92 g/cm3) using«PE510 keV; ~b! SE escape
probability profiles,p(z), calculated using Eq.~1! ~«PE: primary beam en-
ergy, z50 at the sample surface,2zmax: maximum primary electron pen-
etration range,l: mean SE escape depth, andlmax: maximum SE escape
depth!.
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insulators,l is typically believed to be in the range 10–2
nm, and the ‘‘maximum’’ SE escape depth (lmax) is taken to
equal 5l.22 Figure 4~b! showsp(z) profiles calculated using
A50.5, andl55, 10, and 20 nm. The SE generation a
escape probability profiles shown in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b! il-
lustrate the typical decrease in the rate of SE emission w
increasing depth expected for dielectrics imaged in
SEM.10,22,37

C. Charging of dielectrics in high vacuum

Electron irradiation of an insulator generally leads to
buildup of excess charge due to implantation of incid
electrons in the specimen@between the sample surface a
2zmax, see Fig. 4~a!# and SE emission from the near-surfa
region shown in Fig. 4~b!.10,41–45The polarity of the result-
ing surface potential essentially depends on the rate at w
PEs lose energy as they traverse the sample~the SE genera-
tion rate!, and on the maximum SE generation depth (zmax)
relative to the maximum SE escape depth (lmax).

42–44 The
maximum SE generation depth is equal to the PE penetra
range@see Fig. 4~a!#.10,37,42lmax @see Fig. 4~b!# is governed
by the energy distribution of SEs generated by the elec
beam, the rate at which the SEs lose energy during diffus
to the surface and by the height of the surface barrier.10,22,37

In general~i.e., under conditions of sufficiently high«PE!, the
smallerzmax, the greater the fraction of hot electrons that c
reach the surface with sufficient momentum~component nor-
mal to the surface! to leave the sample, and the greater t
SE yield ~d, the mean number of SEs emitted per incide
electron!. If zmax is sufficiently small, the total emissive cu
rent can temporarily exceed the current injected into
specimen~since each primary electron is sufficiently ene
getic to excite a large number of hot electrons!, thus giving
rise to a positive surface potential. The latter pins some fr
tion of subsequently generated SEs at the sample surfac
dynamic equilibrium is established when the extent of
pinning caused by positive sample charging is such that
injected and emissive currents are equal.10,42,44The magni-
tude of the positive surface potential is self-limited to a fe
volts since most SEs possess energies of only a few elec
volts.10

If zmax ~i.e.,«PE! is sufficiently large, the injected curren
can temporarily exceed the total emissive current and g
rise to a negative surface potential.10,41–45 The net electric
field within the SE escape region (2z<lmax) accelerates
SEs ~in the positivez direction, see Figs. 1 and 4!, thus
causing an effective reduction in the height of the SE esc
barrier and an increase in the critical angle for total inter
reflection of hot electrons.42,44,45Above the sample surface
the field decelerates the incoming electron beam and low
the landing energy of primary electrons.10 All of these effects
contribute to an increase in the SE yield.10,42,44,45A steady
state is attained whend(t) is such that the total emissive an
injected currents are equal.10,44

In the case of negative sample charging the surface
tential can reach hundreds or thousands of volts and the
landing energy can be reduced by a corresponding numb
electron volts.10 Hence in contrast to the case of positi
sample charging, the PE penetration range and PE en
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loss ~i.e., SE generation! profiles are significantly altered b
the field produced by trapped electrons,46 an effect that was
not accounted for in the simulations used to produce
profiles shown in Fig. 4~a!. The curves are therefore mere
an indication of the SE generation depth profiles at the s
of electron irradiation~before the sample charges!. Nonethe-
less, as is discussed in Sec. IV, the curves provide an ind
tion of the«PE-dependence of the polarity of the charge st
that a sample converges to after prolonged electron irra
tion. Quantitatively, the time evolution and equilibrium ma
nitude of the charge state are functions of microscope o
ating parameters, dielectric properties of the specim
sample-stage-vacuum chamber geometry, and the dyna
of radiation induced conductivity and beam-induced sam
modification.43–45,47

Above the sample surface, the field generated by sub
face excess charge terminates on conductive objects in
vacuum chamber and therefore modifies the trajectories
well as the angular and energy distributions of emitted S
The field can alter the SE detector collection efficienc42

and, in some cases, give rise to image contrast that dep
on the sample-detector-vacuum chamber geometry.48

III. EXPERIMENT

Conventional~high vacuum,P,1026 Torr! SE images
were obtained using an Everhart–Thornley detector10,22 in-
stalled on an FEI Philips XL 30 Field Emission Gun Env
ronmental Scanning Electron Microscope~FEG ESEM!.
Low vacuum experiments were performed using an envir
mental secondary detector~ESD!14 and a gaseous seconda
electron detector~GSED!49 installed on an FEI Philips XL 30
FEG ESEM and on an ElectroScan model E3 ESEM. E
and GSED imaging signals are equivalent toI ring , the signal
induced in the ring electrode shown in Fig. 1. The GSE
49,50 differs from the ESD in that it has been designed
reduce the type III and IV SE components of the imagi
signal~i.e., SEs generated by BSE impact on surfaces ins
the vacuum chamber,10 and SEs generated in ionizing coll
sions between electrons and gas molecules located abov
ring electrode14 shown in Fig. 1!. Water vapor was used a
the imaging gas.

All experiments were performed using PET, polyte
rafluoroethylene~TEFLON!, sapphire, and muscovite mic
specimens. Qualitatively, the presented results are repre
tative of all samples imaged using each of the above de
tors.

Images obtained usingI ion , current induced in the speci
men stage~see Fig. 1! are not discussed in this article. Dif
ferences between theI ring andI ion imaging signals have bee
discussed in Refs. 31 and 33.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We start by illustrating the effects of localized samp
charging on contrast in ‘‘conventional’’ SE images obtain
using a high vacuum SEM~Sec. IV A!. These well under-
stood results are then compared to data obtained from e
tron irradiated insulators in a low vacuum environme
~Secs. IV B and IV C!. In Sec. IV D, the presented results a
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used to construct a model of SE emission from dielect
irradiated by electrons and soft-landing positive ions. T
Appendix contains a discussion of aspects of the results
are not critical for the presented model, but need to be c
mented on for completeness.

It should be pointed out that none of the image contr
effects discussed in this article were observed in BSE ima
~obtained using an Everhart–Thornley detector operate
passive mode with zero bias on the scintillator!. This is as-
cribed to the high energies possessed by BSEs,21 implying
that ~i! BSE-ion recombination rates,~ii ! the electric fields
generated by ionized gas molecules, and~iii ! the extent of
charging exhibited by dielectrics in a low vacuum enviro
ment are all too low to perturb the BSE signal significant
consistent with existing literature13,16,31–33 and the model
presented in Sec. IV D.

A. Localized charging of dielectrics in high vacuum

In a high vacuum SEM, insulators can be imaged us
low energy primary electron beams («PE<;5 keV).7,10,42

The effects of localized sample charging on SE contrast
be demonstrated using a technique described by Joy
Joy.42 First, a localized region containing an elevated co
centration of excess trapped charge is produced by irrad
ing a sample with a scanning electron beam. Second, m
nification is reduced and the pre-irradiated region is ima
to show the effects of trapped charge on SE contrast.
images of sapphire obtained~in high vacuum! using the
above procedure are shown in Fig. 5. Images~a! and ~b!,
acquired using beam energies of 4 and 0.5 keV, respectiv
show how the preirradiated region appears as either a b

FIG. 5. Secondary electron images of sapphire obtained in high vacu
The images show contrast produced by localized negative and pos
charging. The rectangle in each image was produced by a 5 selectron beam
preirradiation treatment at elevated magnification prior to image acquisi
~a! contrast produced by trapped electrons («PE54 keV) and~b! contrast
produced by trapped holes («PE50.5 keV). Each image was acquired fro
a different region of the sample.
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or a dark rectangle, illustrating typical SE contrast caused
localized ~a! negative and ~b! positive charging,
respectively.42

The PE and BSE energy loss curves calculated for 4
0.5 keV electrons shown in Fig. 4~a! approximate the initial
hot electron~i.e., SE! generation depth profiles under th
conditions used to irradiate the sapphire sample shown
Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!, respectively. The SE generation and e
cape probability profiles shown in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b! show
that, when«PE50.5 keV, all hot electrons are generate
within the first 10 nm of the sample surface, below the e
pected maximum SE escape depth,lmax. As was discussed
in Sec. II C, the surface potential can therefore float positi
causing a reduction ind(t),10,42,44hence the dark rectangl
in the micrograph shown in Fig. 5~b!. When«PE54 keV, the
initial hot electron generation depth profile extends beyo
100 nm and the injected current is temporarily greater th
the emissive current.10,42,44The consequent increase ind(t)
is seen as the bright rectangle in the image shown in F
5~a!.42

The SE contrast shown in Fig. 5 is usually dynam
That is, the contrast due to charge buildup is generally o
observed in the first few image frames after the magnifi
tion is reduced. During image acquisition, the rastering
tion of the electron beam causes charge buildup in the~large!
imaged region and corresponding changes ind(t). It also
affects the density of excess charge in the~smaller! preirra-
diated region. The reason that the contrast is observed a
is that excess charge carriers are trapped at defect sites
the charge induced changes ind(t) ~i.e., the rates at which a
dielectric charges up and discharges! are functions of current
density and hence magnification~under appropriate condi
tions of beam energy, current, and scan speed!.17,42,44,45

B. Localized charging of dielectrics in low vacuum

Figure 6~a! shows a GSED image of PET obtained b
the procedure used to acquire the micrographs shown in
5 ~i.e., the sample was preirradiated for 5 s atelevated mag-
nification! using a 10 keV electron beam, a water vapor pr
sure of 0.4 Torr, and an electrode bias (Ve) of 332 V. The
preirradiated region appears as a bright rectangle in the
ter of the image~the dark left-hand edge and smearing in t
image are discussed in the Appendix!. The PE and BSE en
ergy loss profile shown in Fig. 4~a! clearly shows that mos
electrons excited in PET by a 10 keV electron beam
generated well below the maximum SE escape depth@see
Fig. 4~b!#, indicating that the sample should exhibit negati
charging and the preirradiated region should appear brigh
SE images, as it does in Fig. 6~a!. However, the image con
trast was observed to invert if the detector field strength w
increased by increasingVe @see Fig. 6~b!#, or by decreasingd
~defined in Fig. 1!; or if the mean free path of ions in th
imaging gas was increased by decreasingP. That is, under
conditions of high field strength and long ionic mean fr
path, regions that contain elevated concentrations of trap
electrons appear dark in SE images obtained using the si
induced in a biased electrode, despite the increase in the
yield caused by negative charging.
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The aboveVe , d, and P dependence of SE contra
reversal has recently been observed in SE images of t
graphic asperities on the surface of a grounded condu
~i.e., in the absence of sample charging!.31 Topographic as-
perities exhibit elevated SE yields and appear bright in ‘‘n
mal’’ SE images.10 The inversion of topographic contrast u
der conditions of high detector field strength and long io
mean free path has been attributed to spatial inhomogene
in the SE-ion recombination rate at the sample surface.31 The
cause of such inhomogeneities is illustrated by the diag
in Fig. 7~a! which shows the distribution of electric equipo
tentials in the vicinity of an asperity on the surface of
grounded conductor~located 1 mm below a biased electrod
Ve5500 V!. Also shown in the figure are the correspondi
electric field lines indicating the direction of the electrosta
force experienced by ionized gas molecules above
sample surface. Under conditions of high field strength a
long ionic mean free path~i.e., when the ion trajectories ar
not significantly randomized by collisions with gas mo
ecules!, the instantaneous directions of the ion velocity ve
tors are approximately parallel to the local electric field
rection, and the ions preferentially drift to regions where
field strength is a maximum. Laterally, the ion concentrat
is therefore elevated in regions of high field strength~i.e., at
topographic asperities!. Consequently, these regions exhib
elevated SE-ion recombination rates and can therefore
pear dark in SE images~provided the field strength and ioni
mean free path are sufficiently large!, despite the fact tha
they exhibit elevated SE yields.31

The above argument can also be applied to a flat die
tric that contains a localized region of excess charge. Elec
equipotentials calculated for a simplified two-dimension
geometry representing a dielectric~relative permittivity

FIG. 6. GSED images of the same region of PET showing contrast prod
by localized negative charging. The rectangle in each image was prod
by a 5 selectron beam preirradiation treatment at elevated magnifica
prior to image acquisition~«PE510 keV, beam dwell time52.4 ms/pixel,
P50.4 Torr, andd51.3 mm), ~a! normal contrast (Ve5332 V) and ~b!
inverted contrast (Ve5550 V).
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52.1! containing a 4mm deep, 100mm wide region of
trapped charge~charge density5222 C/m3!, located 1 mm
below a biased electrode (Ve5500 V) are shown in Fig.
7~b!. The diagram illustrates that, in the case of an insula
with a localized region that exhibits net negative chargin
the intensity of the electric field above the sample surfac
a maximum in the vicinity of this region, as in the case o
topographic asperity on the surface of a grounded condu
@see Fig. 7~a!#. When a scanning electron beam impinges
an asperity or on a region that exhibits an elevated conc
tration of trapped electrons, the SE yield increases and~i!
under conditions of low field strength and/or short ion
mean free path, the GSED signal intensity increases and
feature appears bright in an electron image~‘‘normal’’ con-
trast!, or ~ii ! under conditions of high field strength and lon
ionic mean free path, the local SE-ion recombination r
increases, the number of SEs admitted to the gas cas
decreases, and the region can appear dark in GSED im
~‘‘inverse’’contrast!. Such darkening of features in SE im
ages requires that the ion flux be much greater than the
of SEs that give rise to the normal component of ima
contrast~i.e., the ion concentration must be sufficiently hig
so as to suppress the fraction of SEs that give rise to nor

ed
ed
n

FIG. 7. Electric equipotentials~broken lines! calculated using the finite
element software QuickField~Ref. 51! for simplified two-dimensional ge-
ometries representing samples under a biased electrode~electrode bias,
Ve5500 V; sample–electrode separation,d51 mm!: ~a! grounded metal
with a topographic asperity and~b! a flat insulator~relative permittivity
52.1) containing a 43100 mm region of trapped charge~shaded region,
charge density5222 C/m3!. Also shown are the electric field lines~full
arrows! indicating the direction of the electrostatic force experienced
positive charge carriers.
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SE contrast completely!. Normal contrast is only produce
by electrons excited by the focused fraction of the elect
beam~by PEs which are not scattered out of the beam by
molecules, as was mentioned in Sec. II A!. Conversely, the
inverse component of image contrast~i.e., the rate of SE
suppressionvia SE-ion recombination! can be contributed to
by all ions generated in the gas~ions produced as a result o
cascade amplification of PEs; and amplification of SEs
BSEs generated by both the focused component of the e
tron beam and by the skirt!. Under typical low vacuum SEM
operating conditions, the total ion flux is generally mu
greater than the flux of SEs that give rise to normal contra23

~exceptions to this case, encountered under condition
very low pressure, are discussed in Sec. IV C!. The proposed
mechanism of contrast inversion is therefore plausible p
vided the cross section for SE capture by an ion at
sample surface is sufficiently high.

The key point in the above discussion is that, in a lo
vacuum environment, while localized negative charg
serves to enhance SE emission@see Fig. 6~a!#, the charged
feature can appear dark in an electron image due to pre
ential recombination of emitted SEs with ions located abo
the sample surface@see Fig. 6~b!#. Such inverse contrast ca
not occur in images obtained in a conventional, high vacu
SEM. Features that appear dark in high vacuum SE ima
as a result of localized charging, such as the rectangle in
image shown in Fig. 5~b!, are dark because of the effects
positive sample charging on SE emission, a physically d
tinct mechanism from the SE-ion recombination proces
proposed to be the cause of the dark rectangle in the
vacuum image shown in Fig. 6~b!.

We conclude this section by noting that positive charg
of samples in a low vacuum environment is not discusse
this article. Investigations of positive localized chargi
caused by preirradiation of bulk dielectrics by a low ener
electron beam were inconclusive due to the large increas
the elastic PE-gas scattering cross section with decrea
beam energy. Consequently, at the low beam energies
quired for positive sample charging, it was not possible
measure SE contrast over a sufficiently wide range of par
eters that affect the ion generation rate and steady state
concentration. The effects of positive localized charging
SE images can be investigated by high energy electron b
irradiation of semiconductor-dielectric-metal composi
which contain appropriately biased components. Such d
will be presented elsewhere.

C. Ion flux dependence of charge-induced contrast

The low vacuum SE images discussed in Sec. IV B~Fig.
6! were obtained under conditions selected so as to illust
unambiguously the two types of SE contrast~normal and
inverted! caused by localized negative sample charging.
this section we discuss the behavior of charge-induced c
trast under conditions of ‘‘very low’’ pressure~i.e., ion flux!,
whereby the SE signal component that gives rise to inve
contrast is negligible, and ‘‘very high’’ pressure where
charge-induced contrast is not observed in SE images.
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Figure 8 shows GSED images of regions of PET pre
radiated for 5 s atwater vapor pressures of 1.2 and 0.1 To
At pressures in excess of;1.5 Torr, the preirradiation treat
ment did not produce SE contrast~not shown in the figure!.
When P was decreased to;1.2 Torr, faint, normal charge
induced SE contrast was observed in GSED images@Fig.
8~a!#. As P was decreased to;0.2 Torr, the charge-induce
contrast became more pronounced and gradually inverted
in the images shown in Fig. 6, because of the SE-ion rec
bination effect discussed in Sec. IV B. However, in the e
periment shown in Fig. 6, the inversion was caused b
change in field strength, whereas in this case it was cau
by the increase in the mean free path of ions in the
caused by the decrease inP. A detailed discussion and ex
amples of such contrast reversal have been presented in
31, and will not be reproduced here. WhenP was decreased
below ;0.2 Torr, the inverse contrast reverted back to n
mal, and the preirradiated region appeared bright in GS
images@Fig. 8~b!#. The distortions in the shape of the pre
radiated rectangle are discussed in the Appendix.

The absence of charge-induced contrast in images
tained at high gas pressures can, in principle, be cause
preferential recombination of ions with excess SEs emit
as a result of sample charging16 or by the absence of charg
ing at high pressures. The latter can be excluded on the b
of the results shown in Fig. 9. Regions preirradiated at h
pressures did not give rise to charge-induced SE contra
images acquired at these pressures@Fig. 9~a!#, but the con-
trast was observed in images of the same regions obta
after reducing pressure@Fig. 9~b!#. That is, at high pressures
electron irradiation can cause negative localized charg
but the change in SE emission caused by charging is o
detected at low pressures.52

FIG. 8. GSED images of PET showing normal SE contrast produced
negative charging of a dielectric in high and low pressure environme
The rectangle in each image was produced by a 5 selectron beam preirra-
diation treatment at elevated magnification prior to image acqu
tion ~«PE510 keV, beam dwell time51.3 ms/pixel, Ve5550 V, and
d51.3 mm!. Each image was acquired from a different region of t
sample.
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It has been suggested that the absence of charge-ind
contrast at highP is a consequence of the energy depende
of the SE-ion recombination rate.16 The SE-ion recombina
tion probability rapidly increases with decreasing S
energy.30 Variations in the SE energy spectrum can theref
give rise to corresponding variations in the recombinat
rate. As is argued in Sec. IV D, negative charging causes
increase in the low energy tail of the SE spectrum. These
energy SEs exhibit enhanced SE-ion recombination pr
abilities and the intensity of the contrast they give rise to
expected to decrease with increasing ion concentration~i.e.,
pressure!, hence the absence of charge-induced contras
high P.

At the opposite extreme, under conditions of very lo
pressure, negative localized charging gives rise to norma
contrast in GSED images@see Fig. 8~b!#. This can be ex-
plained by the pressure dependence of cascade amplific
~i.e., ion generation rate! shown in Fig. 2. The curves illus
trate that, in the pressure range of interest,P,;1 Torr, the
ion generation rate rapidly decreases with decreasing p
sure, irrespective of the intensity of the field between
sample and the electrode. Hence, at sufficiently low pr
sures, the ion concentration and SE-ion recombination
are too low for suppression of a significant fraction of em
ted SEs. Consequently, image contrast is governed
changes ind and inverse contrast is not observed in SE i
ages obtained at low pressures@e.g., Fig. 8~b!#.

In summary, the pressure~ion flux! dependence o
GSED contrast produced by localized negative charging
be classified into four regimes. In order of decreasing pr
sure:~i! at ‘‘very high’’ pressures charge-induced contrast
not observed in SE images;~ii ! at ‘‘intermediate’’ pressures
charging gives rise to normal contrast~as in high vacuum!;

FIG. 9. GSED images of mica showing a region preirradiated for 5 s at a
specimen chamber pressure of 2.4 Torr. Images~a! and~b! were acquired at
2.4 and 0.5 Torr, respectively. The rectangle in the center of im
~b! corresponds to the preirradiated region which is not visible in im
~a! («PE530 keV, beam dwell time59.4 ms/pixel, d510.9 mm, and
Ve5550 V!.
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~iii ! at ‘‘low’’ pressures, charging can~under conditions of
high field strength! give rise to inverse contrast whereb
negative regions appear dark in SE images; and~iv! at ‘‘very
low’’ pressures, charging gives rise to normal contrast. T
proposed causes of this behavior are directly related to
concentration and lateral distribution of ions in the vicini
of the sample surface.

~i! ‘‘Very high’’ pressure (P.1.5– 6 Torr): the genera
tion rate and steady state concentration of ionized gas m
ecules are very high~see Fig. 2!. Accordingly, the SE-ion
recombination rate is expected to be high. However, the
of ions incident on the sample surface is laterally homo
neous because ion trajectories are randomized by freq
collisions with gas molecules.31 On the basis of the discus
sion in Sec. IV B, it therefore follows that the SE-ion recom
bination rate should be homogeneous and should not a
SE contrast. However, the increase ind caused by negative
charging is expected to constitute the low energy tail of
SE energy spectrum, as is discussed in Sec. IV D. Hence,
to the Coulombic nature of the SE-ion capture proces30

these SEs are much more likely to recombine with ions th
SEs emitted due to, for example, surface topography.
intensity of charge-induced SE contrast is therefore expe
to decrease with increasing pressure~ion flux! since the ions
act as a high-pass SE energy filter.

~ii ! ‘‘Intermediate’’ pressure: as P is decreased beyon
the regime described in~i!, the generation rate and stead
state concentration of ions decrease~see Fig. 2!. As such, the
rates at which SEs recombine with ions decrease. The in
sity of normal charge-induced SE contrast therefore
creases with decreasingP until the effects described in~iii !
start to dominate image contrast.

~iii ! ‘‘Low’’ pressure (;1.P.;0.2 Torr): in this pres-
sure regime, provided the intensity of the electric field b
tween the sample and the biased electrode is sufficie
high, ion trajectories are significantly affected by the geo
etry of the electric field between the sample and the bia
electrode.31 As such, ions preferentially drift to regions tha
contain elevated concentrations of excess electrons@see Fig.
7~b!#. These regions therefore exhibit elevated SE-ion
combination rates and can appear dark in GSED imag
This contrast mechanism, ascribed to lateral variations in
concentration of ions above the sample surface, should
be confused with the mechanism described in~i!, attributed
to lateral variations in the energy spectrum of emitted SE

~iv! ‘‘Very low’’ pressure (P,;0.2 Torr): the ion con-
centration is too low to affect image contrast. Normal S
contrast is observed in electron images, as in a high vacu
environment.

Quantitatively, pressures that define the above regim
should only serve as a rough guide. Generic quantification
these regimes is not possible because of the dependenc
the steady state ion concentration. The latter is a function
the ion neutralization rate which, even if all other micr
scope operating parameters are fixed, depends on the
tronic properties, size, and shape of the imaged dielectric
on the sample-stage-detector-pole piece geometry.31–33For a
given specimen, these regimes can be identified simply
acquiring images as a function of pressure. Inverse cont
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caused by lateral inhomogeneities in the ion concentra
@i.e., pressure regime~iii !# also exhibits the characteristicVe

andd ~i.e., field strength! dependencies discussed in Secti
IV B and in Ref. 31.

We should point out that, as regards SE contrast inv
sion caused by changes in the SEM operating parameters
above discussion is not exhaustive. For example, there h
been reports of contrast reversal ascribed to lateral variat
in the charging/discharging rates across the imaged regio
a dielectric,17,44 the temperature dependence of localiz
charging,16 and to rapid fluctuations in the concentration
ionized gas molecules above the sample surface.33

D. SE emission from dielectrics in low vacuum

In the existing literature, most examples of charg
induced SE contrast have been obtained from heterogen
specimens. The contrast corresponds to lateral variation
trapped charge density.16,17The electron images presented
this article differ from these in the methods used to cre
inhomogeneous distributions of trapped charge. Here, loc
charged regions were produced by filling charge traps du
a preirradiation treatment at elevated magnification, wher
in the cited work, such regions result from lateral variatio
in the charge accumulation and decay rates exhibited
samples irradiated at a given magnification. The contrast
served in the other cases will therefore exhibit different d
namic behavior as a function of PE flux, which is affected
parameters such as scan speed and beam current. How
the present results form a good basis for a generic mode
SE emission from a dielectric that exhibits negative charg
in a low vacuum environment. We start by considering
vertical (z) component of the electric field inside the insul
tor, between the surface~at z50! and the maximum SE es
cape depth (2z5lmax). The field consists of componen
generated by subsurface trapped charge, positive ions a
the sample surface, and the biased electrode. As was sh
in Sec. IV B, subsurface charging caused by high ene
(«.;4 keV) PE irradiation gives rise to a negative surfa
potential, as in the case of high vacuum SEM. That is, the
electric field generated at the surface by the positiv
charged near-surface region~produced by SE emission an
recombination of ions with electrons located in the vicin
of the first monolayer of the surface! and by the underlying
trapped electrons29,41,44is dominated by the negative unde
layer, effectively giving rise to a SE extraction potential
the surface. The electric fields generated by the steady
distribution of positive ions above the sample surface32 and
by the positively biased electrode~see Fig. 1! also give rise
to a SE extraction potential at the surface. The effect of
net field on a surface-ion system is schematically illustra
in the electron energy diagram shown in Fig. 10. The fi
causes~i! band bending inside the solid as shown in t
figure, ~ii ! a reduction in the height of the potential barri
between the surface and the ion,D«5«1-«2 , and~iii ! a re-
duction in the net barrier a SE must surmount to escape
solid-ion system and enter the gas cascade,D«5«3-«4 . The
effect of the field on SE emission is schematically illustra
in Fig. 11. The energy distribution of SEs emitted from
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uncharged insulator,48,53,54 NSE(«), is shown in Fig. 11~a!.
The corresponding energy spectrum of hot electrons in
solid, N0(«), is related to measuredNSE(«) spectra through
a function of the form:10,22

NSE~«!5N0~«!p~«!, ~2!

FIG. 10. Simplified electron energy diagram showing an ion incident on
surface of an insulator~broken lines!, adapted from Refs. 26–28. Fu
curves illustrate band bending@within the SE escape region, see Fig. 4~b!#
and surface barrier lowering caused by the net electric field generated b~i!
negative sample charging,~ii ! steady state concentration of positive ion
above the sample surface, and~iii ! a positively biased electrode above th
sample surface~z50 at the sample surface,«vac: vacuum level,«c conduc-
tion band minimum,«v valence band maximum,«1-«2 : change in the
height of the potential barrier between the solid and the ion caused by
field, and«3-«4 : corresponding reduction in the net barrier an electron m
surmount to escape the solid-ion system!.

FIG. 11. Schematic illustration of energy distributions of hot electrons
cited in an insulator by an electron beam,N0(«), and of emitted secondary
electrons,NSE(«), in ~a! the absence of applied fields and~b! under the
influence of the net SE extraction field generated by subsurface trap
charge, gas ions, and a biased electrode. The shaded part ofNSE(«) repre-
sents the part of the distribution altered by the field~z50 at the sample
surface,«vac: vacuum level,«c : conduction band minimum, and«v : va-
lence band maximum!.
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where the SE escape probability,p(«), depends on the
height and shape of the surface barrier. In the absenc
applied fields,p(«) is equal to 0 for«<«vac and approaches
B as «→` ~where the constantB,1 due to the angula
distribution of hot electrons atz50!:27

p~«!5BF12S «vac

« D zG §

if «>«vac. ~3!

The constantsz and § determine the shape of the functio
betweenp(«)50 andB.

The shape of a typicalN0(«) profile in an uncharged
dielectric, deduced from measured SE spectra48,53,54 and
from Eq. ~2!, is shown in Fig. 11~a!. For energies smalle
than«vac, N0(«) was extrapolated to the bottom of the co
duction band~broken part of the curve!, as is discussed be
low. The total SE yield,d, is given by10,22

d5E NSE~«!d«, ~4!

where the integration is performed over all possible SE
ergies. The reduction in the height of the escape barrier
to the applied field~see Figs. 10 and 11! therefore causes a
increase in the low energy tail ofNSE(«) and an increase in
d,56 as is illustrated by the shaded region ofNSE(«) shown in
Fig. 11~b!.

The field-induced decrease in the height of the surf
barrier implies an increase in the maximum SE escape de
since the escape barrier governs the maximum depth f
which SEs generated by the beam can reach the surface
sufficient momentum for emission. This is in direct contr
diction to the notion that the information depth of SE co
trast due to sample charging in a low vacuum environmen
restricted to a few nanometers19 ~as opposed to the maximum
SE escape depth which can exceed tens of nanometers!. This
theory has been based on the observation that SE imag
charged insulators often exhibit unusually high levels of s
face contrast~i.e., contrast that corresponds to features
cated at depths smaller thanlmax!, and that charge-induce
contrast is not observed in images of samples coated w
thin grounded conductor.19 The resolution of the apparen
contradiction with the current model is inherent in t
NSE(«) profile shown in Fig. 11~b!. Surface contrast is
largely caused by spatial variations in the height of the s
face barrier which governs the energy dependence of the
electron escape probability,p(«). However, the sensitivity of
p(«) to such variations increases with decreasing elec
energy,«. That is, the emission probability of the low energ
SEs that constitute the increase ind caused by charging ex
hibit the greatest sensitivity to subtle variations in the hei
of the surface barrier, hence the increased amount of sur
contrast reported in Ref. 19, despite the expected increas
the maximum SE escape depth. Application of a groun
conductive coating alters SE emission because~i! the electric
fields ~generated by subsurface trapped charge, ions and
biased electrode! terminate on the film,41 ~ii ! the steady state
ion concentration at the surface is reduced since groun
conductors exhibit higher recombination rates between i
and electrons~in the solid, see Fig. 3! than dielectrics,31–33

~iii ! the maximum SE escape depth is reduced from tens
of
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few nanometers since conductors exhibit shorter low ene
SE inelastic mean free paths than insulators,24,45,55and ~iv!
the effects of features that locally affect the SE escape ba
can be significantly modified by the coating. In the context
the present model, it is therefore not surprising that the
plication of a grounded metallic coating may eliminate s
face contrast in images of charged dielectrics.

We note that the increase in emission of low energy S
indicated in Fig. 11~b! may be underestimated because,
was mentioned above, at energies smaller than«vac, N0(«)
was extrapolated to the bottom of the conduction band
probably does not represent the true hot electron ene
spectrum. Electrons excited belowz50 ~see Figs. 4 and 11!
lose energy as they diffuse to the surface due to inela
scattering.10 However, in insulators, the inelastic mean fr
path of low energy electrons~«,;10 eV above the conduc
tion band minimum,«c! rapidly increases with decreasin
energy.45,55 It is therefore reasonable to expect a pile-up
low energy electrons atz50 and a corresponding increase
the low energy tail ofNSE(«) under the influence of the
extraction field. Furthermore, the extraction field will tend
shift the entire hot electron spectrum to higher energ
However, this effect is not expected to be significant sin
the maximum SE escape depth, the greatest vertical dist
through which a hot electron can be accelerated by the fi
prior to emission, is only of the order of tens of nanomet
~i.e., lmax!. The large shifts observed in SE spectra of cha
ing insulators in high vacuum SEMs48,53 are caused by ac
celeration of emitted SEs as they travel through vacuum
wards the entrance slit of the SE spectrometer~where the
field terminates! located a few milli- or centimeters abov
the sample surface.

We will now consider the effects of ions on emitted SE
The interpretation of SE contrast inversion discussed in S
IV B implies that, in the vicinity of the sample surface, ion
can recombine with a significant fraction of emitted SEs~and
hot electrons, located in the sample, which would be emit
in the absence of electron–ion recombination!. The capture
probability of energetic electrons by ions rapidly increas
with decreasing electron energy.30 Hence while the electric
field generated by the ions contributes to an increase in
low energy tail ofNSE(«),56 the SE-ion recombination effec
preferentially suppresses the number of low energy SEs
are amplified in the gas cascade~and contribute to the imag
ing signal measured from the ring electrode!. The energy
dependence of the SE-ion recombination rate accounts
the absence of charge contrast at high pressures~see Sec.
IV C!. This argument is consistent with recent measureme
which have shown that the range of pressures over wh
charge-induced contrast can be observed in GSED ima
can be extended by placing an array of grounded metal w
below the ring electrode, just above the sample surfac57

This geometry allows for termination of field lines on th
wires which act as efficient sinks of positive charge carri
~since grounded conductors exhibit high ion neutralizat
rates! and thereby limit the ion concentration and the cor
sponding SE-ion recombination rate.

The net current reaching the ring electrode due to
amplification of primary and emitted electrons, expressed
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a function of beam position (x,y), can therefore be written
as

I ring~x,y!5I b1gBSEI BSE~x,y!1gSEI SE
amp~x,y!, ~5!

whereI b is the non-information-carrying background~image
brightness offset! caused by cascade amplification of BS
and SEs excited by skirt electrons and by amplification
PEs inelastically scattered by gas molecules,13,14,34gBSE and
gSE are the BSE and SE gas gain factors, respectively,12,23

I BSE is the emitted BSE current, andI SE
amp is the current of

emitted SEs that do not recombine with ions and are am
fied in the gas cascade:

I b5~gPE1gBSESh̄1gSE%̄Sd̄ !•I PE, ~6!

I BSE~x,y!5h~x,y!•~12S!I PE, ~7!

I SE
amp~x,y!5%~x,y!d~x,y!•~12S!I PE, ~8!

where S is the fraction of PEs elastically scattered by g
molecules, forming the defocused electron skirt around
beam,13,34 I PE is the primary beam current,h̄ and d̄ are the
mean BSE and SE yields of the region irradiated by the sk
h(x,y) and d(x,y) are the local BSE and SE yields of th
region irradiated by the unscattered component of the
tered beam, and% and%̄ are the local and mean probabilitie
that emitted SEs will be amplified in the gas cascade:

%~x,y!512V~x,y!, ~9!

whereV(x,y) is the SE-ion recombination probability whic
is a function of the ion concentration at (x,y), in the vicinity
of the sample surface.

Neglecting artifacts caused by ion concentrati
dynamics,32,33 the above equations can, in principle, be us
to simulate GSED contrast caused by localized charging
vided the following effects are accounted for:~i! changes in
d(x,y) caused by the electric field at the sample surface a
illustrated in Fig. 11,~ii ! the lateral and vertical distribution
of ions above the sample surface,~iii ! the SE-ion recombi-
nation probability as a function of SE energy and ion co
centration,~iv! evolution of the SE energy spectrum as
function of z due to the field between the sample and
electrode and due to inelastic SE-gas scattering, and~v! per-
turbations of this field caused by sample charging and
steady state ion distribution. The clearly complex interdep
dencies of the above effects and dependencies on param
such as pressure, electrode bias, and the dielectric prope
of the sample render such treatment beyond the scope o
article. Future studies of dielectrics under simultaneo
electron–ion irradiation will also have to account for samp
and imaging gas-dependent specimen modification cause
electron irradiation45,58–61 and ion adsorption/desorptio
processes.29

V. CONCLUSION

We performed experiments designed to elucidate
contrast mechanisms related to localized charging of die
trics irradiated by a rastered electron beam in a low vacu
environment. The results were used to construct a model
accounts for changes in the surface potential and SE es
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barrier caused by the electric field generated as a resu
simultaneous electron–ion irradiation, and recombination
ions with electrons in the sample and with emitted SEs. T
model explains the pressure~i.e., ion flux! dependence of
charge-induced SE contrast on the basis of the self-consis
propositions that~i! negative sample charging preferential
enhances the low energy tail of the energy spectrum of e
ted SEs,~ii ! the energy dependence of SE-ion recombinat
rates leads to preferential recombination of ions with the l
energy SEs that constitute charge-induced contrast, and~iii !
the flux and steady state concentration of ions at the sam
surface can, under conditions of high field strength and lo
ionic mean free path, be modulated by the distribution of
electric field above the sample surface, leading to co
sponding spatial inhomogeneities in the SE-ion recombi
tion rate which gives rise to an ‘‘inverse’’ SE contrast com
ponent. The model predicts an increase in the maximum
escape depth and accounts for enhanced sensitivity to su
contrast often observed in images of charged dielectrics.
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APPENDIX: DYNAMIC CHARGING OF DIELECTRICS
IN LOW VACUUM

The image shown in Fig. 8~b! shows that, at low pres
sures, the shapes of the rectangular features produce
electron beam preirradiation can be distorted. The featu
can also be relatively delocalized and dynamic~i.e., the size
and shape of the rectangle can change during consec
acquisition of a number of images!. Distorted and delocal-
ized charge-induced contrast is illustrated more clearly
the image of sapphire shown in Fig. 12. The distortions w
observed to be most pronounced under conditions of r
tively high beam current and low pressure. The distortio
can be ascribed to lateral drift of subsurface charge cau
by periodic detrapping of trapped carriers due to irradiat
by the unscattered component of the rastered electron b
during the preirradiation treatment and during subsequ
image acquisition, detrapping resulting from irradiation
the defocused electron skirt~see Fig. 1! which extends be-

FIG. 12. GSED image of sapphire showing delocalized contrast produ
by negative charging~«PE55 keV, beam dwell time52.4 ms/pixel,
P50.3 Torr, Ve5550 V, d52.1 mm!.
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yond the imaged region of the sample, drift of de-trapp
carriers under the influence of the lateral component of
electric field produced by subsurface charge, and spatia
homogeneities in the distribution of trapped charge. Car
detrapping is also expected to be enhanced by subsu
electric fields46 and secondary processes resulting from el
tron irradiation~such as self-absorption of x-rays and catho
oluminescence!.

Figure 13 shows the spatial distribution of the magnitu
of the lateral component of the electric field (Ex) calculated
for an insulator containing a 43100 mm region of trapped
electrons, located under a biased electrode. The figure sh
that the maximum in the field intensity is at the periphery
the ~uniformly! charged region, and the field is directed t
wards the center of the charged region whereEx50. Hence,
in between trapping events, detrapped electrons will ten
drift away from the preirradiated region, giving rise to del
calized, dynamic charge-induced contrast in SE images
real samples, the electric field geometry is more complex
to the positive near surface layer produced by
emission,41–47 and distortions in images of preirradiated r
gions are contributed to by inhomogeneities in charge t
distributions ~intrinsic as well as due to beam-induce
sample modification!,45,58–61and by asymmetries in the ras
ter pattern of the electron beam~the beam dwell time and
hence the electron dose exhibit maxima along the left-h
edge and at the top left-hand corner of the imaged regio
the sample in order to minimize scan coil instabilities, R
10!. Furthermore, any feature present in a SE image of
insulator due to a local increase in the concentration
trapped charge is always embedded in a larger region
taining a laterally inhomogeneous density of trapped cha
The latter is caused by irradiation of the sample by the r
tered electron beam and by the defocused electron skirt.
skirt intensity decreases with increasing distance from
beam axis,13 thus further contributing to inhomogeneities
localized charging.

Spatial inhomogeneities in the density of trapped cha
will also cause variations in the intensity of the lateral a

FIG. 13. Spatial distribution of the magnitude of the lateral componen
the electric field in and above an insulator containing a 43100 mm region
of trapped charge~shaded region, charge density5222 C/m3!, located un-
der a biased electrode~electrode bias,Ve5500 V; sample–electrode sepa
ration,d51 mm; and relative permittivity52.1, positiveEx values indicate
an Ex vector pointing in the positivex direction!.
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vertical components of the electric field above the sam
surface. As was discussed earlier, the magnitude of the
verse SE contrast component caused by SE-ion recomb
tion scales with the intensity of the electric field between
sample and the biased electrode31 @this field is enhanced by
subsurface trapped charge as is shown in Fig. 7~b!#. Conse-
quently, the magnitude of the inverse SE contrast compon
will not be uniform, hence the presence of bright and da
regions within the preirradiated region shown in Fig. 12.
more coherent illustration of this effect can be seen in
image of a preirradiated region of PET shown in Fig. 6~a!.
The charged region is bright~‘‘normal’’ SE contrast!, except
for the left-hand edge which is dark with respect to the s
rounding PET. The darkening occurred in the region wh
the electron beam dwell time is a maximum during the pre
radiation treatment~due to the raster sequence of the electr
beam!. Consequently, this region is expected to contain
greatest density of trapped electrons, a maximum in the lo
intensity of the electric field produced by trapped charge a
a corresponding maximum in the intensity of the inverse
contrast component caused by SE-ion recombination.

Features in GSED images of insulators often exh
scan-rate dependent smearing. Such smearing has previ
been ascribed to time constants associated with the neu
ization rate of ionized gas molecules, and to changes in
ion generation rate during image acquisition~when a scan-
ning electron beam impinges on any feature visible in a
image, the change in emitted SE current is accompanied
corresponding change in the ion generation rate due to
cascade amplification of the emitted SEs!.32,33 We note that
these models have been based on the invalid assumption
the SE-ion recombination rate is negligible. Nonetheless,
models are not inconsistent with the interpretations prese
in this article, but will have to be refined to account for th
effects of SE-ion recombination on electron imaging signa
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